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Programme de fiabilité et d'entretenabilité de l'EACL

par

W.A. Wolfe et G.W.E. Nieuwhof

Resume

Dans ce rapport, on présente l'histoire du

programme de fiabilité et d'entretenabilité de l'EACL

pour les centrales nucléaires. On montre comment les

divers moyens de l'EACL sont mis en oeuvre pour concevoir

et construire des centrales pouvant fonctionner en toute

sécurité. Les auteurs sont d'avis que la fiabilité et

1'entretenabilité ne comprennent pas seulement les techniques

spéciales à orientation mathématique qui abondent dans les

publications relatives à la fiabilité mais également les

aptitudes techniques et la compétence gestionnaire disponibles

à l'EACL.
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ABSTRACT

In this paper we present the story of Atomic Energy of
Canada Limited's Reliability and Maintainability program
for nuclear generating stations. We shall show how the
various resources of the Company are organized to design
and construct stations that operate reliably and safely.
Reliability and Maintainability in our view includes not
only the special mathematically oriented techniques that
abound in the literature on reliability, but also the
technical skills and organizational abilities of the Company.
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INTRODUCTION

Atomic Energy of Canada Limited is a Crown Corporation

reporting to the Parliament of Canada through the Minister of

Energy, Mines and Resources. In other respects it behaves

very much like a private corporation. The Company is charged

with the development of peaceful uses of atomic energy. The

Company comprises several establishments (Figure 1): Chalk

River Nuclear Laboratories, Chalk River, Ontario; Whiteshell

Nuclear Research Establishment, Pinawa, Manitoba; Power

Projects, Toronto Ontario and Montreal, Quebec; Head Office,

Ottawa, Ontario; Commercial Products, Ottawa, Ontario; Heavy

Water Projects, Ottawa, Ontario.

Power Projects, as the name implies, designs and constructs

the nuclear islands of electrical generating stations. The

design function is supported by a large test laboratory where

components such as valves, motors, pumps, instruments and

other commercial items are tested to determine their suita-

bility for nuclear service. Frequently deficiencies of design,

construction or materials are revealed.

Chalk River Nuclear Laboratories (CRNL) and Whiteshell Nuclear

Research Establishment (WNRE) are research establishments.

They develop the basic information necessary to advance nuclear

energy. CRNL operates two large research reactors, NRU and

NRX; WNRE operates an organic-cooled research reactor. Both

laboratories support and complement Power Projects' efforts.

Often staff from the research laboratories are directly in-

volved in the problems of operating reactors. This works very

well for us and reflects the growth pattern of the company.

CRNL, in one respect, is the parent of the other establish-

ments and has supplied personnel for the original staff of

both WNRE and Power Projects, with the result that communica-

tion is easy and intersite exchange noticeably free. We regard

this relatively easy communication between sites as a substan-

tial advantage because duplication of skills and knowledge has

not occurred and our scientific and engineering people are deployed
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for maximum effectiveness.

HISTORY

The Atomic Energy of Canada Limited Annual Report for 1970-71

contains a one paragraph reference to Reliability and marks

its formal recognition by AECL. In the same report several

paragraphs are devoted to improvements in valves and closure

plugs and pump seals. We had, of course, worV.td on and solved

many problems concerning component reliability before this

date .

Our first power reactor was a 20 MW station called Nuclear

Power Demonstration (NPD) built at Rolphton, Ontario, about

seven miles from CRNL. NI'D started producing power in 1962.

By the end of 1971, 1500 MW of nuclear power capacity was

installed in Canada and abroad.

Pump seals at NPD originally had a Mean Time to Failure of

600 hours. Even with a station of this relatively modest

capacity the time required to replace seals represented signi-

ficant loss of revenue. A working party was formed and the

tempo of a seal development program at CRNL increased. We

should like to report startling breakthroughs in seal tech-

nology, but we cannot. Many small improvements, such as better

control of seal temperatures, better filtering of injection

water and improved maintenance procedures, all contributed

to extended seal life. After about one year seal life was

vastly improved and NPD operators reported that seal replace-

ment was no longer of economic concern.

Canada's first commercial nuclear power station was built at

Douglas Point (DPGS) on Lake Huron. This 200 MW reactor

started to operate in 1967, five years after NPD. Those

familiar with construction of reactors will realize that time

did not permit experience gained from NPD to be used in the



DPGS design. Although the concept of both stations was

similar, many changes in detail were made. End seal plugs

on reactor channels were of different design; pumps and motors

had grown in size by a factor of ten; valves and piping had

grown in size. Heavy water holdup was now an economic factor

and heavy water leakage a significant cost. Problems appeared

in the DPGS which we had not foreseen from the NPD experience.

Early experience with DPGS was unhappy and discouraging.

Although designers had recognized the possibility of leakage

from valves, pipe flanges, end fittings and pump seals, and

had provided collection systems to recover the heavy water,

leakage rates grew to unacceptable proportions (beyond the

capacity of the collection systems). Light water leaks in

the reactor vault downgraded the recovered heavy water. More-

over, radiation fields were increasing at all components in

the reactor heavy water circuits; maintenance became increas-

ingly difficult because these fields not only restricted the

time a man could work on a component but also forced him to

wear a plastic suit which further diminished his capability.

AECL attacked this problem by calling on its people to find

a solution, A group headed by WNRE personnel undertook to

reduce radiation fields; another at CRNL to reduce leakage.

L.R. Haywood, then Vice-President CRNL, called the senior

author to his office and said, "1 want you to work on improv-

ing the reliability of our stations." And that is why a

small group at CRNL became involved with and concerned about

the way reactor power stations were designed, how components

were purchased and what happened to them during construction.

Before we report on the Reliability Work Party we should say

something about the radiation field and leak problems.

Corrosion products in the main heat transport circuits of the

reactor-boiler loop became activated as they passed through

the reactor. These activated products then accumulated at
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locations outside the reactor in increasing amounts and caused

growing radiation fields. Needless to say, these fields

compounded maintenance difficulties because men were forced

to work in plastic suits and for short periods. Quite often

even simple jobs such as tightening flange bolts required two

different men to complete the job. Also these men could no

longer work in active areas for at least three months.

The cure for these ills came from hard work and application

by the Company's human resources. Corrosion rates were re-

duced by better control of water chemistry, more careful

selection of materials. Corrosion products were removed by

decontamination procedures dtveloped by the WNRE group. The

rising radiation field trend was reversed and fields stabilized

at acceptable values.

Heavy water leaked from valves, flanges, end plugs and pump

seals. Each leak required its own remedy. We choose valves

for our example. Plant designers had recognized that valves

can leak and had provided leakage collection systems to recover

heavy water. Valve flanges were specially designed with double

gaskets and collection system leak—off pcrts between the gas-

kets. More troublesome was leakage along the valve stems

through the packing in the stuffing boxes. This heavy water

vapour leaked into the vault space where it was downgraded by

leaks from valves in the light water system. Most of the heavy

water was recovered in an air dryer system, but it required

upgrading at significant cost.

The flanges leaked because of improper procedures during field

construction. This was both annoying and embarrassing. To

flush the piping the contractor had removed the valve bonnets,

inserted screens in place of the gates, flushed the system

and collected debris on the screens. During reassembly of the

valves, flange gaskets were not properly restrained in their

grooves and were pinched between raised portions of the flanges,
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leaving gaps through which the heavy water escaped to the

collection system. Valve stems leak by fluids flowing

between the packing and confining surfaces and by fluids

passing through the body of the packing. These leaks are

least when the axial stress in the packing is greatest.

Unfortunately, conventional packing materials lose material

and suffer a reduction in volume. The standard stuffing

box must be adjusted periodically to maintain adequate pack-

ing stress. Engineers at CRNL had demonstrated that:

- steam leakage varied with axial load on packing,

- live loading of the packing could maintain the axial load,

- axial load could be maintained by inclusion of Belleville

springs ,

- low leakage rates could be achieved for relatively long

periods of time.

We can report the successful modification and repair of the

leaking valves. Actions such as these and others increased

the availability of the nuclear steam supply from less than

50% in 1972 to slightly more than 82% in 1974. Radiation

fields are down by a factor of six.

We present the following photographs of the DPGS almost

without comment. They should give an impression of the

congested and difficult conditions under which maintenance

was performed.
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FIGURE 2

Equipment in Vicinity of Shutdown Cooling Pumps at Douglas Point
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FIGURE 3 Isolating Valve at Douglas Point in Congested Area



FIGURE 4 Valve at Douglas Point - Access Hindered by Grating and Beam
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FIGURE 5 Workman in Pressurized Plastic Suit at Douglas Point



FIGURE 6 Typical Appearance of Body Flange for a Double Gasketted Valve,
Note white precipitate indicating leakage.
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FIGURE 8

Refurbished Douglas Point Valve Flange. Note spot welds to retain
gasket in place during reassembly of valve body and bonnet.
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The Reliability Working Party (RWP) at the CRNL comprised

two CRNL professionals augmented by engineers attached to

the group from private companies. At times the RWP was as

large as five people, but most of the time four people were

involved.

Clearly our problem was to find ways to reduce the number of

situations where efforts such as the above were required to

improve station reliability. Very clear also was the fact

that a small group, no matter how talented and capable, could

not do the job. Some new thinking and some new procedures

must be put into the system that brought nuclear power stations

into being.

During October 1970 we held a symposium on reliability at

CRNL. Speakers came from industrial suppliers of components,

station designers, plant operators, reliability consultants

and utility management. We listened carefully, particularly

to station operators. They told us about exposure to radiation

and how the man-rem budget for maintenance workers limited

working time available to repair or maintain components.

Because of radiation fields present at power, personnel must

be excluded from areas containing major components of modera-

tor and heat transport systems. Other non-active equipment

such as valve motors, valve operators, pump motors, fuel water

valves, auxiliary light water systems, and compressed air dis-

tribution systems are also inaccessible at power. This equip-

ment must operate without routine operator inspection or

minor routine maintenance which one normally gives accessible

equipment.

In 1970 we replaced two of eight Douglas Point primary heat

transport pumps. Thirty-five man-rem were required. To

replace eight pumps, -r-(35) = 140 man-rem are required. If

we invest 3.5 man-rem per year to maintain a pump then the

mean time between pump replacement for maintenance overhaul
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14 0is -.——— or 5 years. Obviously equipment specifications will
(. i • -> ) o

increasingly reflect this reality with clauses on performance

or reliability. If the reactor must be shut down to look for

a defective component in the high field area and the shutdown

exceeds about a half hour, then the reactor is down for thirty-

six hours. Cost of replacement power often far exceeds

repair cost. Nuclear stations normally expect to operate 340

or more days a year. Many components will, because of radia-

tion fields, be inaccessible and must operate without atten-

tion during this period.

Finally we condensed what we learned from the speakers at the

symposium into a deceptively simple four-factor formula:

A T n rr

which described the areas we may attack to improve performance.

A = Lambda - failure rate

T = mean time to effect a repair

n = population = number of like components

r = radiation field.

For a reliable system, A, T , n and r all should be small.

A, the failure rate, depends partly on environment, partly on

human action, but mainly on the component characteristics.

Often modifications resulting from research and development

substantially reduce failure rates. Repair times can be

reduced by designing accessibility to components into the

plant, by training personnel in proper repair procedures, and

by providing special tools and equipment. To reduce the number

in the population is not always possible, but studying isolating

valves for a pump system we found that availability was un-

affected whether or not the valves were in the system. Al-

though the pump was more readily repaired with isolating

valves, the additional maintenance required on them offset
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gain on pump repair. We finally selected & system without

isolating valves. Radiation fields can be controlled by

water chemistry and decontamination procedures, by careful

equipment layout, and by appropriate shielding.

To improve components, CRNL strengthened the Research and

Development effort by combining two existing branches and

creating a third, to form a new division. Development of

valves, pump seals and flanged joints by the Mechanical

Equipment Development Branch has been notably successful and

much of their technology has been transferred to industry

by development contracts and by attaching people from

private industry to work on a development project. Vibration

of fuel, heat exchanger tubes and heavy water towers and

stacks have all been problems that the Engineering Research

Branch have studied and solved. Their work has led to design

modifications of stacks and to changes in fuel bundles; all

to reduce potential damage from vibration. The third branch,

Quality Control, concentrates on application and development

of non-destructive tests and test methods. Most of their

work has related to steam generator tubes, reactor pressure

tubes and development of eddy current probes for different

materials. Significant progress has been made in automating

both the manipulation of probes and the recording, storing

and processing of data. Methods to locate the plug leaking

steam generator tubes have been successfully transferred to

industry. This involved devising a method of finding one

leaking tube in about three thousand, and explosive welding

to plug both ends of the tube. One successful repair opera-

tion has been done on a Pickering steam generator with grati-

fyingly small exposure of personnel to radiation.

Reduction of repair time (Tr) we felt lay in design layout

and in component design. Improvement then required effort

by nuclear designers and equipment suppliers. We believed

the introduction of thinking about reliability and maintaina-

bility into design more important than the mathematical
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techniques of reliability calculations. So we prepared a

Reliability and Maintainability Manual for Process Systems

(AECL-4607). This manual comprised sections on the tech-

niques we chought the designers could use to advantage.

Although mathematics could not be entirely eliminated we kept

it: to a minimum and included many check lists to be answered

by the designer about his design. When necessary, we expect

designers to prepare Fault Trees for their systems. We apply

Fault Trees slightly differently from rr.ost, in that we use

them to determine failure rates rather than reliabilities.

Failure rates for long-lived components seems to us to be

significant and a good parameter to compare components by.

Although we do not emphasize the mathematical techniques, we

have on occasion made investigations where Markovian analyses,

Dynamic Programming or Bayesian Statistics have been necessary.

However, such excursions are reserved for specialists.

Normally the designer is responsible for the reliability of

his system. He may if he wishes request help from a small

number of reliability specialists. We have found thiit quan-

tification of system reliability is often difficult but

qualitative judgments are useful and rf arding. The major

point is to keep the proper questions before designers. Our

concern with designers' recognition of reliability and maintain-

ability was reflected in the appearance of contract specifica-

tions for components containing clauses on repair times and

repair procedures. The best way to make suppliers conscious

of R and M seems to be through contract specifications.

Reduction of component numbers in a system is not easy

because economic pressure has already forced the designer to

minimize the number of components. However, vigilance is

necessary and we provided a component check list in our manual

to aid decision making.
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As an example of such thinking, consider Table 1 which

shows how potential heavy water leaks were reduced.

TABLE 1

Elimination of Non-Welded Joints

Number of non-welded
joints per reactor

Number of packed valves
per reactor

Number of bellows-sealed
valves per reactor

Dougles
Point

200 MWe

3000

2000

Pickering
4 x 500
MWe

1000

170

570

We have already mentioned some steps taken to control

and reduce the effects of radiation fields. But we took

one more by forming a branch at Power Projects to work

with designers on radiation problems. These radiation

specialists started by preparing estimates of radiation

fields in areas where maintenance work was performed.

They presented their numbers to the designers and estimated

the exposure burden on maintenance personnel. Designs and

layouts were changes and the process repeated. After a

few iterations the estimate of the man-rem burden became

acceptable. We believe this procedure produced better

designs with more accessible equipment, more easily repaired,

and more understanding of the R & M problem.

Figures 2 to 8 were of DPGS illustrating the layout of

equipment. Figures 9 to 14 compare Pickering GS with DPGS;

I believe you will notice a difference.
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FIGURE 9

Boiler Isolating Valves at Douglas Point, located between Main Pumps
and Boiler Insulation Cabinet
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FIGURE 10 Boiler Isolating Valves at Pickering
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FIGURE 11 Main Heat Transport Pumps at Douglas Point
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FIGURE 12 Main Heat Transport Pumps at Pickering
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FIGURE 13

Close-up of Fuelling Machine Valve Station at Douglas Point.
(Note pail and sponge to collect leaks).
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FIGURE 14 Fuelling Machine Valve Station at Pickering
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Since we started in 1970, Reliability and Maintainability

as a discipline has become established. R and M clauses

are now written into contract and purchase specifications

of our major utilities, Hydro-Quebec and Ontario Hydro.

Consulting engineering organizations such as Canatom Mon-tnax,

Montreal, and Spectrum Engineering, Peterborough, have

formed reliability sections and offer consulting services

on reliability analysis. The Canadian Nuclear Association

through its Reliability and Maintainability sub-committee

gives a course, tailored for the CANDU* system, on Reliabil-

ity and Maintainability. The course lasts five days and is

held at Le Chateau Montebello, a secluded resort hotel where

outside distractions are at a minimum. To date more than

sixty engineers have passed through the course.

Our conclusions are relatively simple. Reliability and

Maintainability are not accidents. Conscious and persistent

efforts are required to achieve them. Analysis will not

improve reliability, but decisions based on analysis will.

Physical changes in equipment, systems or procedures improve

reliability. We remind you that the sum of laany small

improvements is frequently greater than one expects because

of sometimes unexpected interactions, and we note that our

efforts to improve reliability involved every element of

Atomic Energy of Canada Limited. In conclusion, owners,

designers, suppliers and operators all play a role in achiev-

ing reliable nuclear generating stations.

* Canada Deuterium Uranium
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